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MY HERITAGE IN YOUR LAND: CONTEXTUALISING WAR HERITAGE 
TOURISM IN KACHANABURI, THAILAND 

 

ABSTRACT 

 In 2009, a 55-feet tall Kuang-Im statue, the Buddhist goddess of mercy, was built next 
to “Bridge on the River Kwai” in Kachanaburi, Thailand as part of a new Buddhist temple 
complex. The move was derided by international conservation groups and advocacy groups 
representing ex-servicemen and prisoners of war (POW) in World War II. The protest 
focused on two key points: firstly, the statue adversely affected the visual appreciation of the 
landmark representing the Thai-Burma Railway built in World War II. Secondly, erecting a 
Buddhist statue next to a heritage site is seen as being insensitive to the religious belief of 
Allied POWs buried in the Commonwealth War Grave Cemetery nearby.  

Even though the protest died down without halting the construction of the statue and 
the temple, issues particular to the management of such transnational heritage sites was 
bought to the forefront. Firstly, what types of development are considered sensitive and 
appropriate for sites that embodied shared heritage and strong emotions; secondly how does 
tourist development affect the the war heritage and local identity of Tha Makham. 

Drawing from a conference’s discussion theme “Does heritage shape tourism or does 
tourism shape cultural heritage”, this paper will show how the town, Tha Makham in 
Kanchanaburi, Thailand was first  conceived as a representation of the bridge in the movie 
“The Bridge on the River Kwai”.   It will then highlight examples of how elements of war 
heritage are appropriated to attract international and local visitors. Lastly, the paper will look 
at the two approaches for tourism espoused by various stakeholders, a conservation-driven 
approach versus a profit-driven one.          
 
INTRODUCTION 

 Tha Makham became synonymous with World War II and the Thai-Burma railway 
(also known as the “Death Railway”) due to the landmarks demarcating the two ends of the 
town. At one end is the iron trestle bridge spanning across River Maeklaung towards 
Chungkai. At the other end, close to Kanchanaburi City, is the Kanchanaburi War Cemetery 
where 7000 Allied servicemen were buried. 

 The iron trestle bridge at Tha Makham is located at the 56.20km mark on the 
414.92km long Thai-Burma Railway. The railway started off from the main Thai railway line 
at Ban Pong and moved in a North-western direction towards Thanbyuzayat in Burma 
(present day Myanmar). Before the construction of the Thai-Burma Railway in 1942, Tha 
Makham was occupied by padi fields, fruit orchards and tobacco farms. Similar to other 
towns along the railway, Tha Makham was a colloquial name. It was anglicised as Tamarkan 
by prisoners of war (POW) living in the work camp next to the iron trestle bridge.1  The name 
could have originated from a local legend in which Burmese troops on horsebacks were said 
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to have crossed River Maeklaung at Tha Makham during their war campaigns towards the 
ancient Thai capital of Ayutthaya. The original name Tha Maa Kam, meaning “the riverbank 
where horses crossed”, could have evolved over the years to become Tha Makham.  

 The historical anecdote contains some important information to the setting of the iron 
trestle bridge’s location. Similar to the ancient Burmese soldiers, the Imperial Japanese Army 
recognised the geographical advantages of building the bridge at Tha Makham over 
Kachanaburi. Kachanaburi City is located at the confluence of two rivers, River Maeklaung 
and River Khwae Noi. The width of the river is significantly wider and the water flow is 
more rapid as compared to the Tha Makham stretch. As the location is prone to floods, the 
marshy and soft soil was unsuitable for holding the heavy concrete piles required for the iron 
railway bridge. Tha Makham’s river banks, located approximately 1 km upstream from 
Kachanaburi was clearly better for constructing the railway bridge. 

As early as 1939, Japanese Imperial Army began making plans for a railway route 
from Thailand to Burma to aid its war efforts. Burma was invaded for two reasons. Firstly, 
the Japanese wanted to cut supplies for Allied forces coming from Burma Road. Secondly, as 
their war campaign in Asia continued, the Japanese needed to access raw materials in Burma 
such as coal and wolfram.2  The defeat of the Japanese navy at the Battle of Midway in June 
1942 meant that sea routes to Burma were no longer safe. This hastened the preparations for 
the Thai-Burma Railway construction. Construction took place between July 1942 and 
October 1943. The fifteen month construction period was completed six months earlier than 
estimated.3  

The speed of the project exacted a horrific human cost. Of the approximate 60,000 
POWs employed in the railway construction, more than 20% of the POW workforce died. 
Yet more appalling was how the notion of an exclusive allied POW portrayed in films such as 
The Bridge on the River Kwai was misleading. POWs were outnumbered by Asian labourers 
known as romusha by a ratio of 3:1.4 The romusha workforce was made up of men and 
women of Burmese, Malay, Tamils and Chinese ethnicity. Most were former plantation or 
mine workers from conquered Southeast Asian territories. They were captured, coerced or 
enticed by the Imperial Japanese soldiers to work on the railway construction. Compared to 
the POWs, the Asian death toll was significantly higher. Most succumbed to a combination of 
fatigue, hunger and inadequate medical attention. Unlike POWs regiments, romusha do not 
have officers of higher authority concerned about their welfare and ensuring order and 
hygiene in the camp. As a result, almost 50% of all romusha died from illnesses and ill-
treatment. In total, of the approximate 239,700 POWs and romusha employed on the Thai-
Burma Railway construction, more than 97,000 died.5 
 

DISSONACE IN HERITAGE 

  Despite undergoing a similar, if not worse, ordeal as the POWs, it is perplexing why 
romusha have been excluded from historical narratives and film portrayals of the Thai-Burma 
Railway construction. Such an example demonstrates the exclusivity of how history is 
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remembered and interpreted. It can be argued that heritage interpretation is a targeted product 
catering to a predetermined audience, providing them with information of what they expect, 
but not necessarily providing a full picture of the event. 

 The term Dissonance in Heritage was conceived by Tunbridge and Ashworth to 
describe such examples of heritage interpretation that “involves discordance or a lack of 
agreement and consistency”.6 By drawing distinctions of the past (what has happened), 
history (selective attempt to describe the past) and heritage (a contemporary product informed 
by history), it becomes clear that heritage is a cultural construct, thus there exists an almost 
infinite variety of possible heritages”.7 (Fig 1) 

 Building upon Tunbridge and Ashworth’s theory, this paper posits that dissonance in 
heritage becomes more contentious in cases involving transnational heritage and war heritage 
tourism. As noted in Dissonant Heritage, “at the simplest, all heritages is someone’s heritage 
and therefore not someone else’s…any creation of heritage from the past will disinherit 
someone completely or partially”.8 Therefore if the residents of Tha Makham do not take 
active ownership of the town’s history, heritage interpretation will merely be driven by the 
demands of tourists and the objectives of locals businessmen.  

 Two aspects will be discussed in the paper. Firstly, it will show that heritage 
interpretation is not a static product. It adapts itself with changes in tourism demographics, 
service expectations and most importantly, the socio-economic relationship between the 
locals who appropriate the history and the tourists who consume it. Secondly, heritage 
interpretation is not only contained within museums and information boards, the built 
environment of Tha Makham is also a key repository of its heritage values. 

The paper will focus on showing how post-war development of Tha Makham first 
started as a deliberate attempt to authenticate a fictional bridge in movies.  Governmental and 
commercial urban development clearly showed an effort in shaping a heritage narrative for 
tourist consumption. Through a reading of key sites in the town, we can observe how some 
sites actively promote the heritage values of the town while others eroded or presented a 
alternative “dissonant narrative”. 

 

THE AUTHENTICITY OF A FICTIONAL BRIDGE 

 The accessibility of information available through the Internet and guidebooks meant 
that most tourists possess rudimentary information about Tha Makham before arrival. Books, 
films and documentaries provide additional but subjective understanding of key locations in 
the town. The ordeal of the Allied POW has been portrayed in films as the triumph of soldiers’ 
resolute and the cruelty of human subjugation. Patriotism, resilience and more recently, 
reconciliation and peace are themes featured in films. These include The Bridge on the River 
Kwai (1959), To End All Wars (2001) and The Railway Man (2013). These themes resonated 
with film viewers and helped attract tourists beyond those with personal connections to the 
Thai-Burma Railway ordeal.  
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  However, the image of the bridge in films is starkly different from what was 
presented at Tha Makham. Tourists expected to see a cantilevered timber bridge in a lush 
tropical jungle setting; the iron trestle bridge in an urbanised town probably left tourists more 
confused than convinced. The film presented a setting that was consistent with what people 
expected of a malnourished and ill-treated workforce, however those conditions was not 
representative of the whole railway construction. Conditions of work camps were dependent 
on factors such as the proximity of the camp to urban settlements, access to clean water and 
food and the type of work which POWs were forced to perform.9     

The work site at Tha Makham Bridge was substantially better than those located 
closer to the Burma border. Firstly, the camp was situated near Kachanaburi, which was 
described as “a small prosperous market city during the war.”10 Secondly, the railway 
between Nong Pladuk and Kachanaburi had been constructed earlier by Thais contractors 
employed by the Imperial Japanese Army.  The work camp, unsurprisingly, was located 
within the thai-built railway yard which has access to clean river water. Thirdly, this was the 
only iron and concrete railway bridge located within Thailand’s leg of the railway. Heavy 
machinery such as dredging machine and hoists were used, instead of “bare hands and 
inadequate tools” as commonly portrayed.11 The conditions which made Tha Makham Work 
Camp more favourable than those up north were also considered by the Thai government 
when choosing which bridge to represent the fictional “Bridge on the River Kwai.”  

 The release and success of the film in 1957 naturally attracted visitors who are curious 
about the location of the bridge. The 1950s and 1960s also marked Thailand’s foray into the 
tourism industry. The Tourist Organisation of Thailand (TOT) was established in 1959 with 
the support of Prime Minister Sarit Tanarat, who had pledged the cooperation of “every 
government office, individual enterprise, and the people” behind this lucrative industry.12 As 
many authors have noted, the location of the bridge in Pierre Boule’s novel was not clearly 
stated. Promoting a timber bridge near the Thai-Burma border as the bona-fide bridge would 
not be advantageous, as it was not economically viable to clear a large swath of jungle land to 
establish a tourist attraction. Tha Makham was clearly well-suited as the iron trestle bridge 
was still functioning as a railway bridge. Furthermore, the town had developed as a suburban 
town of nearby Kanchanaburi City. There was ample space for tourist facilities such as retail 
shops and tourist accommodation. Most importantly, it was connected to Bangkok by both 
highway and railway, making it a convenient location for day trips from the capital.13  

 To further establish the authenticity of the iron trestle bridge at Tha Makham, the 
bridge must literally cross the fictional “River Kwai”. As Beattie noted, none of the railway 
bridges then crossed a river named “River Kwai”. In fact, wartime maps of Kachanaburi 
showed the iron bridge crossing River Maeklaung which connects to the Gulf of Siam. The 
closest sounding river, River Khwae, was a small tributary of River Maeklaung14.  To satisfy 
visitors, the section of River Maeklaung with the iron trestle bridge became River Khwae Yai 
(big) while the tributary was renamed River Khwae Noi (small).  A well-established locality 
name was cleverly manipulated to satisfy tourists’ curiosity. 
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT FOR TOURISM 

The iron trestle bridge over the River Kwai Yai marks one end of Tha Makham’s 
morphological boundary. The Kanchanaburi War Cemetery marks the other. The morphology 
of the town is closely influenced by the railway. The town begins at the Kachanaburi Railway 
Station opposite the War Cemetery. From there, it moves in a north-western direction before 
making a wide turn to cross the iron trestle bridge. The town is bounded on two sides by the 
railway and River Khwae Yai on the other, forming a distinct cocoon-like shape that encases 
the town. (Fig 2) 

Despite undergoing decades of developmental changes since the construction of the 
Thai-Burma Railway, the wide turning remains as a physical vestige of the 1940s railway era. 
The turning was built to allow locomotives to turn around without the need for a turntable.15 
Many such turnings were constructed along different parts of the Thai-Burma railway line, 
each serving an operating section with its maintenance workshops, supplies stores and supply 
dumps. Together with the Tha Makham POW work camp, these railway features contributed 
to the urban development of the town in the 1940s.  

However, the post-war development of Tha Makham occurred slowly as tourist-
oriented infrastructure in the 1960s to 1980s concentrated in the northern section of 
Kachanaburi City instead of Tha Makham. The city is strategically located at the intersection 
of two important highways. The high traffic volume provided the ideal location for an inter-
state bus terminal. As the number of international tourists arriving by long distance buses 
increased in the 1960s, hotels started to congregate along the main road leading from the bus 
terminal to Kachanaburi War Cemetery. In addition, this section of the city borders the river 
delta where River Maeklaung branches off to form the tributary, River Khwae Noi. Taking 
advantage of the scenic view, boat houses berthed on the riverbanks were rented out as 
guesthouses. Traffic accessibility and the concentration of amenities such as restaurants 
offering international cuisine and night bazaars attracted both tourists and locals to the 
section of the city. It was exceptionally popular from 1960s to 1990s, before tourist 
development in Tha Makham in the 1990s gradually drew international visitors away from 
Kachanaburi City. 

As the city developed into a busy provincial centre, Tha Makham became a suburban 
town. In contrast to the three-storey shophouses built cheek to jowl inside Kachanaburi City, 
standalone bungalows with large gardens populated the vast space left behind by demolished 
railway yards and war-time camps in Tha Makham. The sparsely populated housing estate 
offered a respite from the bustling city life. The tranquillity and greenery of Tha Makham 
dovetailed with Kachanaburi Province’s development as a National Resort Area in the 
1990s.16 Like other tourist spots in Thailand such as Koh Samui and Pattaya, the lush 
greenery and the pristine waters of River Maeklaung represented an opportunity to promote 
the town as an idyllic resort destination similar to those portrayed in films such as The Beach 
(2000).17 
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      In a short span of time, no less than 15 resorts were set up along the northern 
riverbank of River Maeklaung between the iron trestle bridge and Kanchanaburi City. As the 
riverbank was parcelled into private properties, local residents could no longer access the 
river for water activities right at their doorsteps. The idyllic riverine lifestyle that was once 
part of Tha Makham’s suburban charm was diminished. The introduction of resorts in Tha 
Makham attracted large numbers of tourists but also pulled in unsavoury leisure activities to 
the suburban town, such as bars, nightclubs and massage parlours. Imagery associated with 
the railway ordeal was appropriated for tourism. The distinctive bamboo and attap thatched 
structure of POW accommodation was recreated insensitively in various guises such as retail 
outlets and bars. (Fig 3) 

In another top-down decision to represent heritage in a pastiche manner, street names 
in Tha Makham were changed to represent the countries’ involved in World War II.    Along 
Tha Makham’s main thoroughfare, River Kwai Road (Thanon Maenam Khwae), streets 
radiate out in a herringbone pattern. The perpendicular streets were originally named in a 
numeric sequential soi (street) system that reflected each street’s position in the town, e.g. Soi 
1 Tha Makham. However, streets between the bridge and Kanchanburi War Cemetery were 
renamed in early 1980s to promote the annual River Kwai Bridge Week organised by TOT 
and Kanchanaburi provincial authorities. The change of street names accompanied the 
introduction of annual tourist activities such as the light and sound Show that “recreated the 
bridge’s story.” These annual activities recreated the “dramatic and sorrowful chapter in 
history” for the benefit of visitors.18  

    The 23 renamed streets in Tha Makham correctly reflected the global impact of 
World War II, as namesakes of disparate countries such as New Zealand were placed 
alongside those like France and Nepal. Yet most of these names were neither historically 
accurate nor reflected the nationalities of the European and Asian workforce constructing the 
Thai-Burma Railway. Many of the countries used as street names only came to existence 
after WWII, such as Pakistan and South Korea; others were renamed after the war as the 
country achieved independence, such as Burma to Myanmar and Malaya to Malaysia. Some 
represented countries like France and China did not even participate in the construction of the 
Thai-Burma Railway.  Hence, instead of achieving the aim of recollecting the locality’s 
sorrowful history, the renaming exercise actually presented a confusing and discordant 
narrative to visitors. (Fig 4) 

 

THE COMMEMORATIVE INDUSTRY 

 Most international tourists will visit the Kachanaburi War Cemetery. The cemetery 
and the iron trestle bridge at two ends of the town are promoted analogously as the town’s 
key heritage sites. The presence of the cemetery lends “legitimacy” to the narrative that the 
fictional bridge is based on the one at Tha Makham. However, a lack of prominent 
information panels at these sites also inadvertently led recreational tourists to believe that war 
dead buried in the cemetery died during the construction of the iron trestle bridge. 
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  Attempts to portray a pastiche image of Tha Makham’s war heritage will persist on 
as most tourists are satisfied with sightseeing. However the town also serves as a key focus of 
commemorative efforts.  For tourists with personal experiences constructing the railway or 
have relatives buried in cemetery, their trip to Tha Makham becomes a pilgrimage journey 
that is different from mainstay tour itineraries Kachanaburi service-providers offer. 
Differences between pilgrims and casual tourists create dissonance not only in terms of 
different service requirements. There are also dissonance between maintaining a suitable 
environment for commemoration and developing profitable tourist infrastructure; and also 
dissonance in the different interpretation of the railway ordeal and the projection of these 
narratives onto commemorative sites. 

    The purpose of Kachanaburi War Cemetery remains unchanged since its opening in 
1949. The cemetery, like “23,000 other burial locations in 150 countries” is under the care of 
the Commonwealth War Graves (CWG) Commission.19 The purpose of CWG, since its 
inauguration in 1917, is to care for “members of the Armed Forces of the British Empire who 
died on active service.”20 In Kachanaburi War Cemetery, the headstones of 7,000 Allied war 
dead from the Netherlands and Commonwealth countries, namely Britain, Australia and New 
Zealand are arranged in neat plots akin to regiments of soldiers lined up in parade. The 
cemetery’s tranquil atmosphere and well-maintained landscaping stood in contrast to the 
commercial buildings and numerous neon-light signages on Tha Makham’s main 
thoroughfare.  

 During the construction of the Thai-Burma railway, close to 12,000 Allied soldiers 
died from sickness, fatigue and abuse. Their remains were buried in marked graves close to 
their work camps along the railway line. According to a Japanese soldier who facilitated as 
translator for the Allied War Graves Commission, the search for remains lasted seven weeks 
and covered more than 450 km from Thanbyuzayat in Burma to Nong Pladuk in Thailand.21 
Two burial sites were chosen as it was not feasible to find a single burial site large enough to 
reinter all the remains. The original Thanbyuzayat Camp became the cemetery for bodies 
recovered between Thanbyuzayat and Ni Thea, whereas remains discovered along Ni Thea to 
Nakhon Pathom were reburied in Kachanaburi War Cemetery.22  

The empty field adjacent to a Chinese cemetery outside Tha Makham was suitable as 
a war cemetery as it fulfilled important criteria set out by CWG. Firstly, it was located close 
to the Thai-Burma Railway line.23 The sense of proximity was intended to allow visitors an 
approximation of the POWs’ work conditions; however 70 years of redevelopment had 
altered the landscape of Tha Makham drastically. Secondly, Kachanaburi was much more 
accessible compared to other sites closer to the Thai-Burma border. The post-war city was 
well connected to Bangkok by highways and rail. Thirdly, the Chinese cemetery at the 
northern fringe of the city was considered a morphological threshold between Kachanaburi 
City and Tha Makham. Born from Thais’ traditional veneration for ancestors and a practical 
consideration to avoid illnesses carried by the deceased, urban settlements in Southeast Asian 
cities typically avoided living close to cemeteries. This helped to create an urban sanctuary 
suitable for commemoration.24 
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Most tourists believe that Kanchanaburi War Cemetery is the only commemorative 
site within Tha Makham. On the contrary, there are a number of commemorative sites in the 
town that continues to keep the memories, animosity and reconciliatory spirit of the railway 
ordeal alive. The increase of commemoration sites after the war can be attributed to a few 
reasons. Firstly, Tha Makham has become increasingly popular as a war heritage town. 
Secondly, a large number of ex-servicemen were able to afford the time and money needed 
for travelling to Thailand after their retirement. Furthermore, some ex-servicemen and 
visitors wanted to contribute back to Thailand as a way of commemorating their ordeal. Some 
opted to fund charitable causes such as the Weary Dunlop Boon Pong Exchange Fellowship, 
while others made monetary contribution towards constructing or maintaining 
commemoration structures.25 

By virtue of differences in language and religious practices, some commemorative 
sites are deliberately kept low-key while others are encoded such that only a target audience 
can appreciate them. An example of the former is the Imperial Army Memorial Tower. 
Although the site is situated in the heart of Tha Makham, it was often bypassed by tourists 
due to its secluded nature and lack of publicity. The Cenotaph-like memorial was originally 
dedicated on 21 Mar 1944 in memory of those who died during the construction of the 
railway. The central column represented fallen Japanese soldiers while the four corner 
structures commemorated Australian, British, American and Dutch POWS. It was 
constructed by the Japanese using Allied POW labour.26 After the war, the memorial was 
reimagined as a shrine for Japanese war dead with annual rituals conducted to appease their 
souls. Controversial inscriptions on panels and name tablets still allude to the “glory of the 
empire” and the “sacrifice of courageous souls. The memorial was regarded as a 
manifestation of the Imperial Army’s brutality during the war and was frequently defaced by 
ex-servicemen in the past. Like the Lat Ya Shinto Shrine located 30km outside Tha Makham, 
such sites remain contentious and many international visitors are ambivalent over visiting 
them. (Fig 5) 

Similar to how the Memorial Tower embodied the animosity of the Thai-Burma 
Railway ordeal, commemorative sites could also be created to carry pseudo narratives that 
seemed plausible by virtue of their locations in Tha Makham. The Chinese Soldier 
Monument next to the iron trestle bridge and the Nationalist Soldier Grave adjacent to the 
Kuang-Im Chapel were two such sites. Both sites alluded to the struggles of the Nationalist 
Expeditionary Forces campaign in Thailand and Burma, their subsequent capture and forced 
labour on the Thai-Burma Railway.  Although Nationalist soldiers were part of the Allied 
forces in Burma, they did not construct the railway as described. Documentary proof 
indicated that the railway labourers were made up of Commonwealth POWs and Asian 
labourers sent from Singapore and Malaya.  (Fig 6) 

The fabrication of the narrative could have arisen from a genuine wish to bring more 
attention to the untold story of the Nationalist Expeditionary Force in Burma. It could also be 
economically driven to solicit more donations from visitors of Chinese ancestry. In any case, 
the dissonant narratives presented at the two commemoration sites did not receive much 
attention as the information was written solely in Chinese.  Visiting these sites however, do 
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not detract casual tourists from the official railway narrative imbued in the iron trestle bridge 
and other popular Tha Makham sites. Instead the two commemorative sites could have 
potentially created a more personal bond between Chinese tourists and Tha Makham. Some 
tourists might even take the opportunity to find out the true history of the Thai-Burma 
Railway and the significance of Tha Makham rather than perceiving the town as yet another 
tourism site. 

 

COMMERCIALISING HERITAGE SITES 

 The presence of commemorative sites and events held in Tha Makham help sustain 
tourists’ interest in the town. This in turn creates a demand for tourism-oriented activities that 
caters to the needs of different visitor groups. As Winger noted in his paper on gentrified 
“exotic” locations, once locals adapted to the presence of international visitors, they will 
learn to provide the infrastructure necessary to bring more tourists. This includes operating 
guesthouses, bars and internet cafes.27 As observed in Tha Makham, these commercial 
entities do not relate or attempt to preserve the heritage values of the town. The development 
of these enterprises is geared towards attracting more tourists and promoting more spending. 
With time, the town is at risk of gentrification. The recent furore over erecting the 55 feet tall 
Kuang-Im statue next to the iron trestle bridge is an example of how businessmen had 
ignored the sentiments of local stakeholders by installing a conspicuous landmark that bears 
no relevance to the heritage values of Tha Makham. 

  To understand events leading to the statue’s construction, it is necessary to trace the 
development of tourism activities in Tha Makham and the town’s importance in promoting 
Kachanaburi’s trade. The sprawling Gems and Curios Market near the iron trestle bridge 
today first began as an annual trade fair during the River Kwai Bridge Week organised by 
TOT and the Kachanaburi provincial authorities. The week-long festival was held in 
conjunction with the King’s Birthday in the first week of December to attract both tourists 
and local visitors on weekend getaways. The influx of visitors during the festival provided an 
ideal platform for promoting provincial products.28 In particular, the main mining area in 
Kachanaburi province, Bo Phloi, was well known as one of the world’s largest producer of 
blue sapphires. The heavy human traffic at the iron bridge attracted sellers peddling gems and 
jewellery, eventually growing from the annual trade fair into the huge gem market today. 

Although retail activities around the bridge had grew in response to the popularity of 
Tha Makham, however they bear no real relevance to its war heritage. In fact, establishments 
such as the “war museum” at the gem market feeds on visitors’ desire to understand the 
town’s heritage. However beyond the display of generic wartime items and life-size dioramas 
of war atrocities, the museum lacks depth in interpreting the town’s history.  In fact, mistakes 
in the description of several “artefacts” demonstrated a lack of understanding of the ordeal. 
Researchers such as Braithwaithe have even described such visits as a “tokenistic museum 
experience” that was really meant to “allow more time for taking tourists to shops where 
money they spend earns commission (for tour guides).”29 (Fig 7) 
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  Just as how a museum can be viewed as a marketing tool rather than an educational 
venue, the new Buddhist Kuang-Im Chapel beside the iron trestle bridge was envisioned as 
both a place of devotion and a “premier tourist attraction in Kachanaburi.”30 The Kuang-Im 
statue in the temple complex emulated other popular Kuang-Im monuments worldwide. This 
includes the 354 ft statue in Sanya, China and the 90ft bronze statue in Macau. The choice of 
Goddess Kuang-Im as a “spiritual guardian” of River Maeklaung is puzzling. Western media 
have described the development as being “culturally, morally and ethically inappropriate” for 
the commemoration of war dead in Tha Makham.31 Furthermore, the statue and the chapel 
complex were designed in an eclectic mix of Mahayana Buddhism and Taoism architectural 
style as opposed to the Theravada Buddhist wats which Thais are accustomed to. The 
completed chapel complex sits incongruently in its surrounding and has been denounced as a 
“fairground” and “visual pollution”. This prompted conservation activists, residents and ex-
serviceman associations to call for its relocation.32  

Apart from its incompatible architectural style, naming the complex “Kuang-Im 
Chapel” as opposed to more appropriate Buddhist terms such as “temple” or “monastery” 
implied the sponsors’ conscious effort to associate with Christian services at Kachanaburi 
War Cemetery and its adjoining War Monument Catholic Chapel.33 If Kuang-Im Chapel was 
designed to evoke familiarity for East Asian tourists, then perhaps calling the Buddhist 
complex a “chapel” was meant to resonate with western visitors. (Fig 8) 

The construction and running of Kuang-Im Chapel is heavily sponsored by 
businessmen from Bangkok and Kachanaburi, some of whom are involved in Kachanaburi’s 
gem manufacturing and retail industries.34 Their vision for the temple to be “an international 
pilgrimage site for Buddhist devotees” will help boost visitorship to Tha Makham.35 Needless 
to say, the expected increase in traffic will also be beneficial for the tourism industry in town. 
Despite the benefits to the town, the construction of the chapel was widely criticised. The 
conflict represents a widening dichotomy between two different approaches to promote 
tourism in Tha Makham: the conservation approach to tourism by increasing awareness for 
the heritage values of the town versus a commercial approach to revitalise heritage sites by 
importing facsimile models of tourist attractions worldwide. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 The tourism industry of Tha Makham is indisputably linked to its heritage associated 
with the Thai Burma Railway. However the industry was not founded on strong war heritage 
values and significance, unlike the Auschwitz Concentration Camp or the Anne Frank House 
in Amsterdam. In fact the development of the town as a tourist site began as a response to 
movie-goers’ demands for a real-life representation for the fictional “bridge on the River 
Kwai”. Along the years, tourism had played an important role in shaping the town’s unique 
war heritage. Some attempts to evoke heritage were clearly geared towards the tourism 
promotion of Tha Makham, including renaming River Maeklaung and re-enacting the history 
of the iron trestle bridge in an annual light-and-sound show. In other instances, the increase in 
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the frequency and scale of commemorative events over the years was made possible by 
developments in the tourism industry, such as the growing number of tourist accommodations 
in Tha Makham and improved transportation links from Bangkok.  

 However, development such as Kuang-Im Chapel’s construction had created tension 
between those safeguarding the heritage values of Tha Makham and those promoting its 
tourism industry. Instead of reading the conflict as two discordant objectives asserting its 
dominance over the other, having constructive debates could possibly allow stakeholders a 
chance to recognise the inherent heritage values of Tha Makham and to direct development 
towards promoting, rather than eroding these values. The eventual aim is to create a 
sustainable and sensitive heritage tourism model that is unique to Tha Makham, rather than a 
chronic reliance on importing copy-cat attractions to draw in the crowds.  
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Fig 1: Graphical Representation of the Dissonance in Heritage Model 

 

 
Fig 2: Morphological Change in Kachanaburi, left box shows the Tha Makham Work Camp 
in 1942, right shows an aerial view of the former Work Camp. 
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Fig 3: Insensitive recreation of the POW accommodation as a bar 

 

 

Fig 4: Map of Tha Makham Town with renamed streets (left) and flags of their namesake 
countries (right) 

 
Fig 5: The Imperial Army Memorial Tower with close up of tablets honouring the Japanese 

war dead 
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Fig 6: The obelisk-like Chinese Soldier Monument and the Nationalist Soldier Grave shaped 
like both a soldier’s helmet and typical Chinese grave. 

 

 

Fig 7: Fringe activities at the gem market (top), the “war museum” (bottom left) and the 
“safari” promotion (bottom right) 
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Fig 8: The statue of Goddess Kuang-Im from the iron trestle bridge (left) and the architectural 

design of Kuang-Im Chapel (right) 
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